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Background

This investigation focuses on the locomotion of white tailed deer, species:
Odocoileus virginianus). For the purposes of analyzing the patterns in white
tailed deer locomotion, Milton Hildebrand’s definition of quadrupedal gait will
be used. This identifies a gait as a continuous and cyclical pattern that can be
defined by the motion of three legs relative to a reference leg. A duty factor
is then defined for each foot as the percentage of time that foot spends on the
ground during one cycle of steps. Gaits with a duty factor above 50% are walks
and gait with a duty factor below 50% are runs [1]. White tailed deer are known
to have at least four distinct gaits. Three of these gaits are running gaits due
to their duty factor, and the fourth is a walking gait. The most commonly
observed and studied gait is that which the deer uses when fleeing or escaping
from a situation. For this reason, the gait is often referred to as the escape gait.
This gait is characterized by simultaneous rear leg movement, which is similar
to other species of deer. Unlike other deer species, however, the white tailed
deer lands with one front leg then the other, and lifts both front legs before
propelling forward with its hind legs and repeating.

Figure 1: Comparison of escape gait in white tailed deer (top) and mule deer
(bottom) [2]
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Bounding is a somewhat leaping motion that deer exhibit and is most commonly observed when a deer jumps over something, however, white tailed deer
are also known to bound with nothing to jump over. The bounding gait purports higher leaps than a typical gallop, some deer jumping up to 8.5 feet high.
The bounding gait of a white tailed deer is almost identical to the running gait
of mule deer, however, the springing motion is upward for white tailed deer
whereas mule deer use a more forward leap. It is likely that this discrepancy
is derived from differences in environment as the mule deer experiences a more
consistent elevation change while the white tailed deer roams relatively flat terrain with more discrete obstacles. The separation of bounding and escaping in
white tailed deer is one of many instances when the environment affects the
deer’s locomotion.
Trotting is a gait most often observed in adolescent deer, the purpose of the
motion is akin to a jog for a person. The trot is faster than walking but not as
fast as its escape gait. It is likely that fawns trot more often because they move
slower than larger deer. The trot maintains a duty factor of less than 50% and
is a symmetrical version of a horse’s gallop.
Finally, the walking gait is typically observed in normal undisturbed deer
behavior such as during grazing. The walking gait of white tailed deer is less
reported however deer tracks suggest that the hind legs alternate as well as the
front legs. One question that one does not find the answer to in literature or
recorded from encounters is when these alternating steps take place. Does the
deer move one foot at a time, one front and one back leg at the same time, and
if so which front and back legs move together?
In addition to the pattern of motion, it is also necessary to consider the
forces at play in forming those patterns. The forces that characterize a deer’s
motion as well as the environment in which that motion takes place are key
factors in explaining not just how but why deer move the way they do. Like
many large organisms, the locomotion of a white tailed deer hinges on the force
of static friction against its hooves. Further, the muscles of a deer’s leg allow
it to pivot forcefully at the joints and generate tremendous forces that propel
a deer at up to 35 mph. Naturally the deer is subject to air resistance and
slippage against the ground. The white tailed deer is most commonly found in
temperate forests. This environment typically has a soft topsoil ground with
brush and debris as well as many trees and low lying vegetation. They are also
known to graze in more grassy and less wooded areas on occasion. The deer’s
hooves allow it to take advantage of the soft ground by digging in rather than
slipping away. Additionally, the ability of the deer to make large leaps allows
it to adeptly navigate sometimes dense woodland. The deer’s ability to dig
into the ground for extra traction, provides it the opportunity to use several
different styles of locomotion in order to oscillate between energy conservation
and predator escape.
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Goals

The major goals of this research will be to characterize and explain current
gaps in the knowledge of white tailed deer gaits. This will focus particularly on
explaining the pattern of steps in the white tailed deer walking gait and how
this differs from their running gaits mainly the escape gait. Additionally, the
research will attempt to explain what advantages this style of gait affords the
deer and how this information may be useful in the future.
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Hypothesis and Predictions

Beginning from the fact that escape gait is designed by nature to maximize
speed and that bounding gate is designed to maximize the ability to leap over
tall obstacles, it is a natural assumption that other gaits are constructed with the
ability to optimize some factor in motion. It is predicted that the walking gait
used by white tailed deer will optimize energy conservation. This conclusion is
based mainly on the the fact that deer can spend over 60% of their day eating,
and the rest of time they are mostly fleeing predators or sleeping. Based on
literature of the bounding, trotting, and escaping gaits, the majority of energy
waste appears to be in the deer’s tendency to move vertically when also moving
forward. I predict that the deer’s walking gait will, as a result, follow the path
of least vertical displacement. To characterize the gait that would generate this
path, it is useful to look at small animals whose walking gaits are available to
analyze. Based on videos of animals that show the least vertical displacement
while walking, it is hypothesized that the deer’s walking gait will be a pattern
of moving a hind leg then the front leg on the same side and repeating with the
other side while maintaining a duty factor of over 50%.
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Methods
Video Acquisition

In order to observe the undisturbed walking gait of a white tailed deer, it will be
necessary to learn the consistent habits of the deer and plant oneself in position
before the deer arrive at a location. The deer must then be recorded in that
location with a high speed camera and then that video must be parsed to isolate
only segments of walking where the deer walks horizontally across the frame of
view of the camera. The deer will then be startled by an unexpected sound and
recorded as it flees via a high speed camera. This video will also be parsed to
isolate horizontal motion across the field of view.
It is apparent that deer tend to flee opposite of where a startling sound
occurs and will therefore run directly away from the camera operator rather
than parallel to the field of view. In order to compensate for this complication,
additional researchers may be recruited to wait in position downfield from the
camera operator and startle the from that position once initial walking video
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is recorded. Due to the prevalence of escape gait analysis in literature, it may
be acceptable to use a smaller sample of escape gait recording that are verified
to follow identical patterns as those identified in literature. This confirmation
would lend validity to conclusions drawn from those videos.

4.2

Data Processing

The experimental setup uses an independent variable of motion/gait type and
contrasts that with a dependent variable of gait characterization. That gait
characterization can however be broken down further into two key aspects. The
first is pattern of motion, which is described by the order of leg movement. The
second is the vertical displacement of the deer throughout the duration of a gait.
In order to extract this information from the recordings of motion, the program, DLTdv8a for MATLAB, will be used to track individual points in each
from of the video. To characterize the pattern of leg movement, each hoof of the
deer will be identified and tracked frame by frame. This tracking is conducted
semi-automatically such that the program will ask for manual input when the
point cannot be discerned between frames. The use of a high speed camera assists in this motion tracking as there are more frames per unit time in the video.
The hooves were chosen rather than another portion of the leg because they are
distinct in color and position from the rest of the deer and its surroundings.
In order to map the vertical displacement of the deer, it would be ideal to
track the center of mass of the deer in each frame, however, it is unrealistic to
approximate this center of mass in multiple hundreds of frames for each video.
In order to simplify this, the highest point of the deer’s back is tracked. The
highest point of the back was chosen over the highest point overall because the
deer’s head often moves independently of its overall motion. The highest point
on the back is also a point that would not need to be approximated as it could
instead be definitively calculated for every frame.
Following the positional tracking of maximum back height and each hoof, the
displacements were then scaled using the approximate shoulder height of female
white tailed deer as a scale and adjusting the video tracking to remove footage
that occurs at varying depths. The scale was then obtained independently
for each video using ImageJ, and then this matrix of factors was imported to
MATLAB to process the data.
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Results and Analysis

5.1

Videos Acquired

The following is a list of footage that was captured with a high speed camera,
steady frame rate, no obstructions, and horizontal locomotion across the field
of view:
• 11 videos of undisturbed walking
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• 3 videos of escaping
• 1 video of backing up
• 5 videos of turning
• 2 videos slowing from a run to a walk
• 5 videos eating tree leaves
There were many additional videos that were not usable for MATLAB based
data processing, however, the patterns could be manually observed. These
videos were saved for qualitative exploration of the gait.
Below are examples of what was being tracked in walking and running videos
for both leg patterns and back heights.

Figure 2: Motion tracking paths of each deer hoof while walking (left) and
running (right)

Figure 3: Motion tracking paths of highest point on the deer’s back while walking (left) and running (right)
The escape gait videos confirmed what was evident in research on the gait
of white tailed deer while fleeing. The duty factor was below 50%, and the
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order of the legs was one front leg, the other front leg, then both hind legs
simultaneously, then each leg landed in the order it left the ground before this
repeated.

Figure 4: Horizontal displacement of each hoof over one cycle of the deer’s gait.
The front right leg is lifted first, then the front left leg, then both hind legs
One interesting pattern that was evident in the escape gait of the deer, was
the preference to always move the front right leg first. This occurred in all three
escape videos that were processed in MATLAB as well as in videos of nine other
deer that were not suitable for processing, but could clearly be interpreted for
order of legs. There were no deer that displaced a preference to start with their
front left leg.
The order of steps during the walking gait rejected the hypothesis. The deer
instead moved with the front right and back left legs together and then the front
left and back right legs together and repeated this. The duty factor of this gait
was over 50%, so it does document a walking gait of white tailed deer. The
trigger pattern of the hooves is illustrated by the figure below.
This order is likely to the instability that would occur from moving both legs
on one side at the same time. The original hypothesis was based on animals
that did not move vertically, however, these animals also moved across much
more stable and flat surfaces. The white tailed deer is often moving across
surfaces that are rough, slippery, or soft. The deer’s use of a walking trot gait,
as labelled by Hildebrand, gives it the advantage of balancing on an additional
axis. This is likely worth the energy cost to walk like this as the benefit of not
falling over when walking would seem to outweigh the negatives of expending
slightly more energy.
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Figure 5: Horizontal displacement of each hoof over one cycle of the deer’s gait.
The front right leg and back left leg are lifted together then the front left leg
and back right leg are lifted together.
The deer did experience significantly less vertical displacement when walking
than it did while running. This difference in vertical displacement would suggest
that while walking the deer wastes less energy than it does while running.

Figure 6: Vertical displacement of the highest point on a deer’s back while it is
walking and running
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The original prediction the deer would optimize energy consumption is partially correct, but it neglects the fact that the deer would also want to maximize
stability. In order to balance energy consumption and stability without emphasizing speed, the white tailed deer implements a walking trot as its walking
gait.
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Summary and Conclusions

The running gaits of white tailed deer are well known and researched, but there
is little recorded data about the type of walking gait that white tailed deer
implement as well as why they do it and what advantages it affords them. This
study offers data from one herd of deer that suggests the white tailed deer use
a walking trot as their walking gait because it optimizes energy consumption
and stability in the animal’s environment. This walking trot is characterized by
a duty factor of over 50% and simultaneously movement of alternate front and
back legs, which contrasts with the running gait that follows a pattern of one
front leg, another front leg, and then both hind legs. The vertical position of the
highest point on a deer’s back while walking followed a horizontal line whereas
the vertical position of the highest point on a deer’s back while running followed
a sinusoidal curve. Additionally, every observed deer from the herd expressed
a preference to start a run with their front right leg. It may be interesting to
further explore the concept of a preferred leg in deer. This may be a genetic
feature, and other herds could express a differing preference.
The knowledge of how deer walk, how that compares to their running gait,
and what leg they may prefer to lead with could be valuable in many real world
applications. Mimicking the walking trot with robotics could pose beneficial
in building robots that can maneuver difficult terrain without expending extra
energy or risking a compromised orientation. The ability to discern a walk from
a run or the beginning of either one when starting from a rest poses the ability
of self driving cars to avoid hitting deer. Further, nature preserves can use the
knowledge of a deer’s walking gait to better inform rehabilitation of wounded
deer and animals. Contrasting with this application, hunters can make use of
deer movement habits to better inform their decisions.
This research provides an expanded view in the locomotion of white tailed
deer, and it may be worthwhile to conduct additional research with deer herds
from different regions in order to identify which phenomena are species specific,
region specific, or population specific.
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